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WHAT IS MOVE…..
•

Based on the original idea of Dr. Presles
in France.

•

MOVE is a global statement written by
leading international public health
authorities and translated to 13
languages.

•

It´s a calling to all health professionals to
consider the huge harm reduction
power of eCigs as a public health tool.

•

The MOVE project has been developed
by more than 120 activists around the
world in coordination with doctors who
support the statement.

•

Every health professional in the world
can give their support easily and quickly
by signing a simple online form.

•

They can support the statement
anonymously if they desire it.

THE BEGINNING…..
• Disinformation in Spain from
associations funded by Big P

powerful

medical

• The main cause of Big Crash in the Spanish eCig
Market
• Spanish case is dramatic but is not the only one.

THE NEED…..
“The only way to fight against a white
coat, is another white coat”
• But this is not easy:
• Threats: In some countries, like Spain.
• Corporatism: Many are worried about contradict their colleagues in
public but secretly are recommending eCigs to their patients.

• COI: Many are worried about being accused of Conflict of
Interests.
“Ad hominem fallacy ”
• Unknown eCig science: pneumology, cardiology or addictions are
not their specialities and they assume that WHO and their antivape
colleagues are right.

THE NEED…..
“The only way to fight against a white
coat, is another white coat”
We have found that the only
effective strategy is to spread the
word mouth-to-mouth, having a
personal approaching with
doctors.

MOVE REALLY WORKS!!!

•

At the moment, nearly 300 health professionals worldwide have already signed the statement
and the number of supporters is growing every day.

•

Recently, Spanish medical associations, detractors of eCigs, convinced the Spanish Health
Minister to introduce an amendment to the current tobacco law. Their purpose is to equate
eCig and tobacco in public places and to establish onerous registration fees to commercialize
every vapor product.

•

Urgently we decided to write a letter from MOVE to the Health Minister explaining our arguments
and opposition to that amendment. This notice was published in main Spanish national
newspapers.

•

For the time being, the amendment has been delayed for its review.

DEVELOPING MOVE…..
• MOVE is resulting in a very powerful tool for government pressure only with
300 supporters. Can we imagine how powerful could it be with 3000?

• MOVE would be a great weapon for all the countries if we correctly
develop this tool but, for this, we should make MOVE a true Organization:
• Professionalize MOVE, appointing a MOVE Coordinator by country to keep
the communication with our supporters in every country, avoiding the
language barrier.
• MOVE promotion campaigns by country with the help of consumer
associations.
• Official communications with Ministers, Media and Health Professionals
associations.
• Interaction with Civil Rights Organizations
• Obtain funding
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